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Making time for tea!

Successful start-ups

Tea bag paper manufacturer,
Glatfelter Lydney Ltd, has recently
upgraded its rope systems on both PM7
and PM9 by utilising William Kenyon’s
equipment and expertise. The mill was
experiencing issues with increased
downtime due to rope losses which
required help to improve efficiency.
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Series 33 range of pulleys from
William Kenyon

Similar problems were highlighted on
both machines in relation to alignment,
particularly around the crossover areas,
where the ropes run from outside to
inside the frames and vice versa. By
using the William Kenyon crossover
design, which allows all the pulleys to be
installed in the vertical plane, rope life
has significantly increased. Rope
changes are now managed around grade
changes and machine shuts rather than

being forced during normal running
periods. Improvements have also been
seen in tail feeding on both machines
due to modifications made to the pickup and releases reducing the
requirement for any manual intervention.
Following the success of these two
installations, the mill will work again with
William Kenyon to focus on upgrading
PM8 rope systems and achieve improved
tail feeding and rope life on this machine
too.
Andy Purvis, PM7 and PM8 Manager
said, “The implementation of this project
from the planning stage to installation
went very well and my thanks go to the
Kenyon guys for their expertise. Since
the implementation there has been a
significant reduction in rope changes on
PM7 enabling us to improve our
efficiency and we look forward to the
next project on PM8.”
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William Kenyon & Sons Ltd
Andy Barnes
T: +44(0)161 308 6030
F: +44(0)161 308 6046
E: andy@williamkenyon.co.uk
W: www.williamkenyon.co.uk
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PMT Industries Ltd
Adrian Carr
T: +44(0)1204 547700
F: +44(0)1204 547701
E: adriancarr@pmtindustries.co.uk
W: www.pmtindustries.co.uk

Dedicated service team expands
Responding to a growing demand
for service and repair work and to
accommodate the continuing increase in
its aftermarket business over the past
couple of years, Kadant UK has
expanded its team of dedicated site
service engineers and in-house repair
service.
This experienced team will continue
Craig Medcalf (left)
with David Moss (right)

Class leading and field proven
Last August Papeteries du Léman
visualise the complete system. The
(PDL), Groupe Bolloré, Thin Paper
new displays were designed for the
Division, completed a large
operator rather than the programmers or
modernisation programme on PM6
system engineers with the PCS7 prelocated in Thonon Les Bains, France.
programmed in the UK with KJSI control
Kadant Johnson Systems International
and energy logic, it arriving on site ready
Ltd (KJSI) was selected to work in
for installation.
partnership with PDL to help achieve
Future drying technologies are
maximum energy efficiency whilst
developed at KJSI’s state of the art R&D
maintaining flexibility across the wide
centre at Three Rivers, Michigan, USA,
range of grades produced.
where dryer sections are simulated in a
This project was a follow-up order for laboratory environment for systems (and
KJSI. During August 2006, PDL
hardware) analysis, efficiency and
completed a substantial turnkey steam
productivity potential. For PDL this
and control system rebuild on PM4
meant that not only was the hardware
resulting in an 18% reduction in steam
and system on PM4 and PM6 field
consumption and confirming KJSI’s
proven, but also class leading.
position as industry leader in steam and
For this Anglo-French project
condensate systems and related cylinder
language was not a problem as a world
hardware.
wide presence in over 150 countries
KJSI’s approach to energy saving is
means KJSI’s local engineers are the
simple, relying on a principle that
customer’s first and main contact. For
requires the entire steam system to
the UK programmed PCS7 system a
perform optimally - from
modern cylinder hardware
(PTX steam joints &
cantilever stationary
syphons) to the latest
system and piping designs
and ending with advanced
control logic (energy logic)
that monitors and adjusts
the system hundreds of
times a second. The
energy logic system
ensures the system is
primed to recover
Kadant Johnson control system display
maximum energy,
something a human
operator cannot do and the mill gains a
simple click converts the screens from
stable, repeatable and efficient system
English to other languages. For PDL KJSI
regardless of operator skill or paper
is local, even though the system was
being produced.
designed and programmed in the UK,
PDL requested a Siemens PCS7
tested in the USA, sourced from KJSI
control system to replace an existing
sites in France, UK, Netherlands and
DCS. KJSI engineers found the old
Germany and the whole system installed
system crude with just basic loop control
by its own French and English crews.
and the system display screens
KJSI has over 70 years of cylinder
unnecessarily complex making it hard to
drainage expertise and over 40 years of

gap former and headbox, a dryer section
rebuild, a new film size press and a reel.
The machine was optimised on the full
basis weight range and production
exceeded 800 tons/day only one month
after start-up. The machine upgrade was
started in 2007 with a new press
section, mini-Fourdrinier
and headbox.

steam system design knowledge. This,
with hands-on experience of over 800
machines world wide, gave it the
confidence to quote PDL around 2.2
tonnes/hr steam saving on PM6, verified
after the rebuild using condenser load
measurements.
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Kadant Johnson Systems Int. Ltd
David Carrington
T: +44(0)1943 607550
F: +44(0)1943 609463
E: dave.carrington@kadant.com
W: www.kadant.com

to be managed by David Moss and Craig
Medcalf and will provide a high level of
service work for customers both in the
UK and overseas on both a planned shut
and a call out basis.
The Kadant UK facility in Bury, UK,
also continues to grow its in-house
repair and refurbishment facility for a
variety of machine accessories for both
Kadant Group products and other OEM
items.
From its wealth of experience and
professional structure, Kadant UK
provides field service for all types of
paper and tissue machine accessories,
fluid handling, stock preparation and
water management equipment,
supporting customers to achieve

increased process and machine
efficiency.
In addition, the recent transfer of
Kadant Johnson hardware and service
business to Kadant UK has
strengthened its UK service team in
both paper and non-paper related
markets.
Kadant UK is an ISO 9001 certified
company.

Kadant UK service team
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Kadant UK Ltd
Rob Lucas
T: +44(0)161 764 9111
F: +44(0)161 797 1496
E: robert.lucas@kadant.com
W: www.kadant.com

Going the extra mile!
Well respected in the converting,
paper and tissue industries for its
proactive approach and attitude, Jarshire
Limited was asked by one of the leading
UK toilet tissue makers to supply new
knife-holders for its tissue machine
winder.
The machine operates 24/7 and as
the winder is directly in line the selection
of new knife-holders was critical. The
company asked Jarshire to visit the mill,
conduct a winder survey and recommend
an appropriate installation.
During the survey various points
were raised with production and
maintenance departments as well as
machine operators. The requirements
included inherent safety, increased blade
life, reduction in slitting dust production,
easy knife maintenance and a design to
suit existing guide rail and slitting
geometry.
Jarshire recommended the
installation of ten Bilstein Quadron D
class pneumatic shear knife-holders with
safe-lock hand protection guards fitted
around the blades. This safety system is
an integral part of the knife-holder and
meets all blade protection guidelines. To

Cont@ct the BPMSA T: +44 (0)1483 412000

demonstrate the
efficiency of its
recommendation
Jarshire supplied
a Bilstein knifeholder for full
benefit evaluation.
After just two
weeks the mill
confirmed the
proposed system
had exceeded all
safety
expectations,
achieved a large
Bilstein Quadron D knife-holders from Jarshire
reduction in dust
out all repairs in the UK. Costs to the
and no issues relating to blade life or
customer are minimised, down times
maintenance had arisen.
reduced, a speedy return guaranteed
The company commented that
and the need to buy extra knife-holders
Jarshire did extra to assist them by
or spares removed.
offering the survey, supplying a test unit
t
and then offering a full on-site
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maintenance package by a specialist
Co
Jarshire engineer as required.
Jarshire Limited
Jarshire covers the UK with sites at
David Jobson
Slough, Manchester and Glasgow. The
T: +44(0)1753 825122
company offers advice, training and
F: +44(0)1753 694653
E: sales@jarshire.co.uk
maintenance of any make of knife-holder
W: www.jarshire.co.uk
and, with a full spares backup, carries

F: +44 (0)1483 412001

E: info@bpmsa.co.uk

W: www.bpmsa.co.uk

